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Ordering Information
Description Grade UPC Qty./Case

5mm Flexible Foam 
Sanding Sponge

4-1/2" x 5-1/2" x 3/16"

Medium 051141-27888-9

250
Fine 051141-27887-2

Super Fine 051141-27886-5

Ultra Fine 048011-64764-7

Description Grade UPC Qty./Case

5mm Flexible Foam 
Sanding Sponge

4-1/2" x 5-1/2" x 3/16"

Medium 051141-28165-0

20/120
Fine 051141-28166-7

Super Fine 051141-28167-4

Ultra Fine 051141-28168-1

3M Abrasive Systems
3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge

Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 
3M product in a particular application. User is solely responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s 
method of application. Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated on the applicable 3M product packaging or product literature, 3M warrants that each 3M product 
meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR 
CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive 
remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price. 

Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental 
or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.

Feeling is
Believing

For additional 3M product information, call 1-800-3M-HELPS
With the 3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge, you’ll feel 

the difference immediately! Featuring an innovative grip 

and improved flexibility, this sponge makes sanding curves, 

contours, corners, and hard to reach areas faster and 

easier. Engineered to be highly durable, it is ideal for a wide 

range of surfaces including wood, paint, metal, and plastic. 

Designed for both dry and wet sanding, this sponge can 

be rinsed and reused, making this sponge a wise choice in 

helping reduce waste. 

Manufactured
in the U.S.A.

from globally sourced materials

Now Available…

Ultra Fine 
& Smaller 
QuantitiesGrade

Produces a finish 
comparable to…

Recommended  
Usage

Medium 120–180 White Wood Sanding

Fine 320–400
Sealer Sanding

Super Fine 500–600

Ultra Fine 800–1000 Clear Coat Sanding

Selection Guide

NEW!

NEW!
Smaller 

Quantities
20/box;120/case



The 3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge 
perfectly combines 3M breakthrough 
technologies for superior sanding capabilities.

When it comes to sanding efficiency and results, the 3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge 

is superior. With its comfort grip flexible design, it can conform to virtually any angle and 

shape, making it the most effective way to quickly achieve precision finishes. There’s no 

other product like it!

for Productivity

Fold, Bend, Twist…
  Sand with Ease

How softening sound leads to smoother sanding...

Durable Abrasive
Ideal for sanding a variety of surfaces

3M is known for its superior innovations in abrasive coatings. 

The 3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge utilizes premium 

aluminum oxide for excellent cut and life. Our ultra flat 

surface foam process allows for superior bonding of the 

abrasive layer to optimize an excellent sanding finish.

Outstanding Grip 
A better grip translates to better sanding results

The 3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge helps minimize slipping 

(and the amount of hand pressure required) through our comfort 

grip backing. Our 3M micro-replication technology provides the 

optimal texture for hand comfort and control.

Innovative Foam Construction
Highly flexible

Through optimization of our industry leading foam processing 

and world class abrasive coatings, we created a durable 

sanding product that delivers an excellent finish, superior 

conformability and high resiliency.

A Recipe

Here’s what our customers are saying*. . .

“When can I get these!”

—Producer of Architectural 

Specialty Materials

“Wow! I love the conformability, 

durability, cut and finish.”

—Producer of Furniture

“I don’t have to scrub when I sand!”

— Producer of Custom  

Hardwood Furniture
*Comments captured from field trials.

At 3M, our tradition of applying creativity to science is the foundation 

for developing practical, sustainable and novel solutions. The 3M 

Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge is a prime example of how we combined 

proprietary foam and abrasive technologies to create a new and 

smoother way of sanding.

With full utilization of our manufacturing capabilities, 3M has expanded 

our foam technology with a product that is engineered to be durable, 

resilient and comfortable to use.

Superior foam is only part of the equation for success. 3M’s  

micro-replicated technology provides a superior backing grip to help 

minimize slipping. The result is a higher quality finish using less time.

The 3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge combines world class 

proprietary technologies in innovative new ways, to create a durable 

sanding product that delivers an excellent finish, superior conformability 

and high resiliency.

Where ideas multiply
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Sanding Sponge
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Description Grade UPC Qty./Case

5mm Flexible Foam 
Sanding Sponge

4-1/2" x 5-1/2" x 3/16"

Medium 051141-28165-0
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Fine 051141-28166-7
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3M Abrasive Systems
3M™ Flexible Foam Sanding Sponge

Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 
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Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental 
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